WOTP Mentoring: Communities of Practice  
Monday, September 25, 2017  
9:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Location: Pearson Electrotechnology Centre (PEC)  
5000 rue René Huguet  
Lachine, H8T 1M7  Room: C-201

Parking: The PEC parking lot is primarily for students of the centre. Please try to find parking on the street.  
Lunch: Lunch will be served; morning coffee and snacks will be available as of 9:00 a.m.

AGENDA

9:30 – 9:40  Welcome and Introductions: Marsha Gouett, MEES

9:40 – 9:50  Our WOTP Mentoring Project: What’s it all about?: Marsha

9:50 – 10:10  Speed Meeting!: Ingrid Hove, WOTP Project Development Officer

10:10 – 10:30  Resources and More: What’s NEW on the WOTP Website: Ingrid

10:30 – 10:45  School Board Round Tables: claim forms and other essentials

10:45 – 11:00  Stretch Break and set-up for breakout sessions

11:00 – 12:00  PD by Teachers for Teachers; Choice of Sharing Sessions:
   1.  WOTP Basics: Ingrid
   2.  Incorporating “Adopts attitudes and behaviours required in the workplace” in the Classroom Context: Hilary Chaiton, Western Quebec School Board
   3.  Whiteboarding for Math: Amy Campbell, Lester B. Pearson School Board

12:00 – 12:45  Lunch

12:45 – 1:00  Move and Post: Take time to stretch, move, share and volunteer!

1:00 – 2:00  PD by Teachers for Teachers; Choice of Sharing Sessions:
   1.  Creative Time with Maker Space Resources: on your own
   2.  Incorporating “Adopts attitudes and behaviours required in the workplace” in the Classroom Context: Hilary Chaiton, Western Quebec School Board
   3.  Whiteboarding for Math: Amy Campbell, Lester B. Pearson School Board

2:00 – 2:20  Motivation and Building Relationships with the Magic Ratio: Ingrid

2:20 – 2:30  “Focused” Mentoring Sessions for ELA and FSL in October and Exit Cards